Nick Lampone
Subject:

Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: US futures are higher as we head into a summer Monday of trading. Investors
remain focused on negotiations in Washington as plans for the next ‘relief’ package are released. There is
talk we may see a slimmed down version of a deal before politicians head home for summer recess. We get
the Federal Reserve’s views on interest rates this week. Gold hit another record high, so maybe rates will
remain lower for longer. Is the bond market telling us something? I keep pointing out that the 10-year yield
remains low as equities hang tough. Something has to give at some point- or maybe it doesn’t. Moderna kicks
off its Phase 3 COVID vaccine trial with a goal of 30k participants. Tough call on when we can expect to see
results from this trial. Asian indices was mixed and Europe is muted in trading. Oil is down 0.4%. Under
Armour down 4% on news Kevin Plank and CFO received Wells Notice from the SEC from investigation into
revenue recognition. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +10.40 10-Yr Yield: 0.572%.
CORE Headlines:
 The Trump administration is urging Congress to act on a slimmed down stimulus package to keep
unemployment benefits flowing and provide liability protection. Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell (R-KY) says bipartisan stimulus deal could take "a few weeks" to complete.-WaPo
 Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin says the $1 trillion Republican stimulus package will be released
today & will include 70% wage replacement for unemployment and $1200 direct payments
(Democrats want more unemployment insurance and additional funding for state and local
governments).-FoxNews
 Some office towers in Midtown Manhattan remain nearly empty, which is raising serious concerns
about the future of New York City and other central business districts across the country.-NYT
 Violent protests occurred in several US cities over the weekend. Seattle and Portland police declared a
riot after protesters set fires and breached a federal courthouse.-WaPo
 Hong Kong confirmed plan to ban all dine-in restaurant service, and to require all residents to wear a
mask at all times while outside beginning Wed (July 29th)-TTN
 Britain advising people not to travel to Spain; removed the country from the list of safe places to visit
following a surge of COVID-19 cases.-TTN
 Stocks, bonds and commodities are heading for their strongest simultaneous four-month rise on
record, highlighting the breadth of the market recovery during the 2020 economic slowdown.-WSJ
 A recent Wall Street Journal/NBC News poll found that just 13 percent of voters remain undecided—
50 percent said there is no chance they will support Trump and 37 percent said the same for
Democratic nominee Joe Biden.-WSJ
 If any of the most-advanced COVID-19 vaccines prove to work safely, they may protect people for
months or years rather than the rest of their lives, according to emerging science and health experts,
who say few vaccines generate lifetime immunity.-WSJ
 Wells Fargo: Story reports that the fourth-largest US bank is slashing costs, cutting staff, and
tightening up on lending to ride out the coronavirus recession, and that the firm’s rivals might not be
too far behind in taking similar steps.-WSJ
 The largest US truck-stop operators will require customers to wear masks starting next week, joining
major retailers, restaurants and airlines in rolling out policies aimed at reducing the spread of
coronavirus.-WSJ
 Anti-cop demonstrators wreaked havoc in lower Manhattan on Saturday night, setting fires and
vandalizing several NYPD vehicles.-NYP
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Soo Kim, co-founder of hedge-fund giant Standard General, has scooped up three casinos on the
cheap since the pandemic struck in March, including Bally’s Atlantic City Hotel & Casino, which he
bought for $25M.-NYP
New protests over police misconduct broke out across the country over the weekend, creating a new
dilemma for cities that had seen some of the turbulence in their streets ease until a showdown over
the use of federal agents in Oregon stirred fresh outrage.-NYT
Georgetown University in Washington, DC, has become one of just a handful of elite American
universities to offer a discount on tuition this fall because classes will be largely taught online with
only limited access for students to campus.-FT
Chinese startups are rushing to hold initial public offerings on Wall Street this year even as relations
between Washington and Beijing reach their lowest point in decades—companies so far have raised
$2.9B, a nearly 30 percent rise from this point last year.-FT (I’m sure everything is fine, though.)
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention director Robert Redfield says communities need to take
steps to minimize the spread of the virus that causes COVID-19 so that schools can reopen this fall.RollCall
China took over the premises of the U.S. consulate in the southwestern city of Chengdu, after ordering
the facility to be vacated in retaliation for China's ouster last week from its consulate in Houston,
Texas.-Reuters

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Marker: Good look at Shopify and how it’s taking on Amazon https://bit.ly/2BCPwUe
 New Yorker: Harvard professor built a distance learning empire https://bit.ly/3f1qThG
 FS Blog: What really makes us happy. Hint: experiences over appearances https://bit.ly/3jIz9qj
 USA Today: Can prosecutors force Prince Andrew to talk? https://bit.ly/2CPsfPi
Charts from WSJ Daily Shot:
Spot gold broke through the 2011 high this morning.

Unprecedented monetary and fiscal stimulus has been boosting inflation expectations. Here is the US
10yr breakeven rate.
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Source: @lisaabramowicz1

Positioning for higher inflation, investors are pouring capital into inflation-linked Treasuries (TIPS).

Source: Arbor Research & Trading

Rising US-China tensions are also boosting demand for gold.

Source: BBC; Read full article

Goldman's geopolitics tension barometer hit a new high.
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Source: Goldman Sachs, @themarketear

Another factor boosting gold is a concern about a double-dip recession in the US. The drag on the
recovery will come from the potential income cliff ...

Source: @axios; Read full article

... and schools/daycare establishments remaining closed.

Source: Barrons; Read full article

Adjusted for inflation, gold isn't near record highs.
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Source: @acemaxx, @JohnAuthers; Read full article

The rally in silver has been impressive.

Silver hasn't had a month this strong since the Hunt Brothers tried to corner the market. (Ah, the
good ole Wall St days.)
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Insiders have been selling into the equity rally.

Source: @hmeisler, @DiMartinoBooth

The NYSE trading volume hit the lowest level since mid-March. (Volume has held up better than I
expected so far this summer.)
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Source: @hmeisler

single-stock options volumes are outpacing share trading. (Robinhood effect?)

Source: @LizAnnSonders, @GoldmanSachs, @OptionMetrics

Cryptos are rallying with gold as Bitcoin blasts past $10k. The next resistance level is $10.5K.
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Etherium continues to outperform.

The 10yr Treasury yield is holding support.
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Source: @DantesOutlook

The market continues to price in some probability that the Fed will take rates into negative territory.
(Still doesn’t make sense to me)

Models point to new coronavirus cases peaking over the next couple of weeks.
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Source: Princeton Energy Advisors

Truckers' wages:

Source: @business; Read full article

Industries with the highest unemployment:
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Source: Statista

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
results.
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